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GALILEO PROBE RELAY RECEIVER:
ACQUISITION AND TRACKING

U. A. von der Embse
Hughes Aircraft Co.

ABSTRACT

The probe-to-orbiter data link for the Jovian mission uses a Manchester encoded BPSK
waveform which is demodulated by the Galileo probe relay receiver. Signal acquisition
and tracking consists of a sequential probability ratio signal search, frequency acquisition
with a least-squares estimator, wide-band phase lock acquisition, and a self-regulating
mode control. A discrete Fourier transform serves as the basic mechanism to generate the
algorithms that provide this orderly transition to phase tracking. Acquisition and tracking is
addressed in this paper with emphasis on key algorithms, rationale, and theorectical/
measured performance.

INTRODUCTION

An overview of the Galileo probe receiver was presented in Reference 1. Located in JPL’s
orbiter spacecraft, its mission is to acquire, track, and demodulate the signal received from
the probe descending into the Jovian atmosphere. In addition to demodulated link data, it
provides radio science and receiver status information. A key requirement is the ability to
acquire the signal and start valid data demodulation within 50 seconds after the probe
starts signal transmission.

Signal acquisition and tracking proceeds through SPRT (sequential probability ratio test)
signal detection, SPRT-to-FLL (frequency lock loop) handover, FLL and SLL (symbol
lock loop) frequency and time acquisition respectively, PLL (phase lock loop) phase
acquisition, and data demodulation after successful lock has been confirmed. This
procedure is outlined in the software operational sequence diagram in Figure 1 and the
representative timeline in Figure 2 obtained from breadboard test data. It’s worthwhile to
note the diagram in Figure 1 is a simplified overview of the mode control. A functional
block diagram of the receiver is given in Figure 3. This hybrid analog-digital configuration
implements the acquisition and tracking functions in the digital processor. SPRT search,
FLL loop, and the PLL loop are closed through: 1) the feedforward analog-to-digital (A/D)
interface, and 2) the feedback D/A interface via the numerically controlled oscillator
(NCO).



Architecture, concepts, and algorithm development primarily were driven by 1) system
requirements for reliable rapid acquisition, re-acquisition, and tracking under severe link
stresses (see Ref. 1) and low C/No link operation, 2) µP computation limitations, and 3)
design guidelines to use algorithms that are simple, robust, predictable, and low risk.

DIGITIZATION AND FILTERING

Architectural development started with the concept of driving the loops at the symbol rate,
or a subsymbol rate if necessary, with digital matched filters in order to minimize the
impact on µP loading and to maximize performance. The simplest matched filter offset
from DC is a complex DFT (discrete Fourier transform) formed by add-only algebraic
operations and located at the center frequency of the BPF (bandpass filter) spectrum after
it has been synchronously translated to baseband. An 8-point DFT was used as a
compromise between µP loading versus the losses due to SLL timing, BPF intersymbol
interference, and spectral foldover. Several useful computational and performance
properties resulted from this selection. This enabled the use of 4-point DFT’S over the
Manchester bits (half-symbols of the BPSK symbol) for the communication functions:
signal detection, loop discriminants, lock detectors, radio-science, receiver status, and
symbol detection. As illustrated in Figure 4, the 4-point DFT filter C2 is the tracking filter
over a Manchester bit and the two C2’s over the symbol are linearly combined to form the
8-point DFT tracking/detection filter C4, where C4 is DFT filter 4 of the 0,1,...,7 8-point
DFT’s spanning the BPF spectrum.

Digitization or A/D rate for complex sampling (inphase I and quadrature Q baseband
sampling) must be 8/T=2 KHz or a multiple thereof, to satisfy both DFT and Nyquist
criteria, where T is the R=1/2 coded BPSK symbol length equal to 1/T=256 Hz. With
matched detection filtering, the SLL timing interacts with the PLL to generate a phase shift
in C4. To compensate for this phase shift with add-only operations, the smallest time shift
increment allowed is T/16 corresponding to 90 degree phase shifts. So the SLL coupling
into the PLL increased the A/D rate to 16/T. However, it proved desirable to double this
rate to 32/T in order to provide suitable time granularity to form the detector and
discriminant algorithms without significant bias concerns.

Another fundamental choice was the implementation of the loop filters or integrators.
Realizing that software enables ideal filtering, the first order integration expressed in the
Laplace domain as A/s was implemented in the time domain by the recursive equation
X(K)=X(K-1)+A*T*Y(K) where X(K), X(K-1) are the outputs for symbols K, K-1
respectively, and Y(K) is the input for symbol K from the discriminant driving the loop.
Second order integration was implemented as a concatenation of this procedure. It should
be clear that this finite difference integration technique was the loop filter model and the 



Laplace transform continuous loop equations were used to predict the performance of this
model to within measurement accuracy.

To correlate this approach with the z-transform digital PLL practice surveyed in Ref. 2,
two fundamental factors to be considered are: 1) both approaches attempt to emulate
analog PLL behavior as closely as possible, and 2) the z-transform does not provide a
valid model of the receiver integrate-and-dump matched filter driven loops.

FREQUENCY ACQUISITION

SPRT signal detection was the preferred choice from among the various techniques
examined, to provide rapid, reliable, and robust acquisition with acceptable
implementation cost for the stressed link in a low C/No environment. Two classes of
detection techniques are sequential and broadband. With broadband, the entire spectrum is
simultaneously searched. These could be formulated from the use of wideband/narrowband
detection filter arrays, and wideband/narrowband frequency discriminants such as linear or
bang-bang (Hilbert transform). Compared to sequential, these tend to be faster, more
costly to implement, and are considerably less robust. With sequential, the spectrum is
swept with one or more detection filters with the detection filters either separate or part of
an FLL. Generally, the SPRT proved to be faster and more reliable than FLL sweep
techniques.

SPRT matched filter (matched to Manchester bit) detection with 4-point DFT’S was
considered desirable to minimize the sensivity of the SPRT test to the bias errors
introduced by noise estimate uncertainties, filter gain variation with frequency, and the
C/No time profile. Misalignment penality incurred with matched filtering was mitigated by
dithering. Another performance cost with the 4-point DFT was the need to improve the
SPRT frequency and time accuracy for handover to the FLL and SLL. Two approaches to
provide this SPRT handover are: 1) wideband FLL and SLL discriminants, and 2) accuracy
improvement by a signal search over the reduced SPRT time and frequency uncertainty
band. The second approach was implemented with the representative performance in
Figure 2, using 4-point DFT’s to cover the ambiguity region.

FLL and SLL parameters in Figure 5 give the bandwidth (BL) decay law used to transition
from loop startup at SPRT handover to steady-state operation. In addition, it proved
desirable to initially overdamp the FLL. Within the theorectical guidelines established to
ensure loop stability, the selected decay laws were empherically formulated and validated
by simulation.

Careful selection of the frequency discriminants and application of the least squares
estimation algorithm proved beneficial to frequency acquisition. With Manchester coding,



ambiguity resolution (AR) must be accomphished as soon as possible to resolve whether
the SLL has locked onto the symbol or the Manchester bit transitions, which it will do very
quickly. From loop startup to AR, frequency is estimated with a DFT spectral discriminant
derived from the Cl, C2, C3 DFT’s. After AR the discriminate is switched to the IQ or
quadrature discriminant proportional to Im(C2(l)*C&2&(2)) where C&2& is the complex
conjugate of C2.The IQ forms the phase derivative over two contiguous Manchester bits.
Both give the same frequency jitter when they cover the same length and there are no
modulation errors for the IQ; however, the IQ is simpler to implement in software. The
DFT formulation was developed as a supplement to the IQ to provide a discriminant which
is less sensitive to timing offsets and, therefore, more appropriate for initial loop
acquisition prior to AR.

After AR, the goal of the FLL is to reduce the errors in the frequency f and frequency rate
df/dt for successful PLL startup. Approaches to PLL transitioning can be catorized into
overlapping FLL and PLL versus separated FLL and PLL. With the FLL continuing to
operate while the PLL is turned on, the µP must accomodate the loading of both the FLL
and PLL. On the other hand, it was demonstrated that this could appreciably shorten the
acquisition time for PLL lockup. With the second approach which was implemented,
considerable care must be exercised to: 1) control the errors in f and df/dt, and 2) enable
the PLL to capture these errors.

Two basic choices to provide small f and df/dt errors are: 1) continue to lower the FLL BL
so that the loop will be able to track out the f and df/dt, and 2) keep the same FLL BL and
use an external estimator of f and df/dt. The second concept proved to be significantly
faster. Of the various alternatives examined, the least squares estimator (LSE) provided
superior performance. A straight line fit to the NCO input data is calculated by the LSE
over 20 seconds of data. LSE outputs are best estimates of f and df/dt for handover to the
PLL as the known set of initial conditions on f and df/dt. To a first order, the LSE
estimates are independent of the FLL bandwidth and jitter. This allows the bandwidth to
be reasonable so the FLL can track out df/dt link disturbances.

PHASE ACQUISITION

The LSE integration time becomes excessive to reduce the residual 3-sigma errors in f and
df/dt to the point where the PLL can acquire without danger of becoming trapped in a
cycle slip mode. As a result, the PLL can cycle slip at FLL handover. To safely recover
from this cycle slip, two basic approaches are to: 1) supplement the phase discriminant
with a frequency sensitive discriminant, and 2) design the phase discriminant to function as
a frequency discriminant when the PLL is cycle slipping. The second choice was pursued
largely on the basis of its proven usefullness for analog PLL’s. It was implemented by
optimizing the loop parameter state (G,A,B) separately for the cycle slip and the phase



lock modes, and then providing a continuous transition under the control of the PLL lock
detector statistic PSI.

PSI is proportional to (I*I-Q*Q) where I, Q are the inphase, quadrature components of C4,
and is scaled by the square of the average magnitude of C2. Although not a complete state
controller statistic, PSI was adequate for this application. Simulation tests established the
desirability of a continuous transition and the final control law separately controls the
individual G, A, B transitioning by a quadratic function of PSI such that PSI=0, 1
respectively give the end-point cycle slip, phase lock parameter values. In the cycle slip
mode the PLL BL was opened to 39 Hz. However, the equivalent FLL BL is only about
0.2 Hz due to the large gain reduction of the PLL frequency discriminant. Phase lock
occurs when PSI exceeds 0.5 and the other lock detectors confirm lock, whereupon the
PSI control is turned off and the BL continues to decay at a fixed rate to its final value
BL=8 Hz.

BL and damping factors were selected with the goal to maximize the average time between
cycle slips, TCS, equivalent to minimizing the cycle slip rate RCS=1/TCS. With BL and
ZETA1 as free parameters, a representative example of this minimization procedure is
shown in Figure 6 for probe spin and wind gust link disturbances. Damping factors
ZETA1, ZETA2 refer to the real, complex poles respectively, and FDDOT=d(df/dt)/dt.
Optimized value for ZETA1 was around 1.5 throughout the BL range. RCS was calculated
using the model RCS=2*BL*PCS. Probability of cycle slip per trial, PCS, is the
probability of a normally distributed random phase jitter from exceeding an absolute
threshold THRES, where the jitter has the 1-sigma PLL jitter and the mean PLL static
offset. Simulation data confirmed by breadboard tests indicate that THRES is in the range
49-50 degrees. Compared to the 42-43 degrees derived from the data reported in Ref. 1 for
a second-order squaring loop, this shows 1.3 dB improvement. The net result of this
optimization over the C/No profile resulted in the piecewise linear BL law in Figure 5.

Phase discriminant selection received considerable attention since it drives the PLL jitter
and cycle slip performance. Discriminant candidates examined at length included
arctangent, angle doubling, linearization, and poor-phase-estimate gating. All factors
considered, the discriminant (sign I)*Q proved at least as good as the other candidates, is
simple to calculate, and was implemented with normalization by the averaged magnitude
of C2. Behavior under noise is shown in Figure 7.

PLL 1-sigma jitter PHI is given by the equation 1/PHI=(1-2*BER)*SQRT(C/No*BL)
where BER is the bit error rate of C4, and BL is dependent on the discriminant scaling,
modulation wipeoff error rate BER, and the loop feedback delay due to the matched filter
C4 and the computational delay of the µP. This model is in close agreement with 



simulation and breadboard test data. Results are shown in Figure 8 for 8 and 12 Hz BL
values.

PLL 1-sigma jitter cannot be measured with any reasonable computational technique. A
two step indirect technique is appropriate. First, the C/No is derived from measurements of
signal amplitude and noise. Signal amplitude is an average of the C4 magnitude, and noise
is an average of the sum of the magnitudes of C1 and C3. In the second step, the 1-sigma
jitter is derived from the C/No and measurements of the rms (root-mean-square) and mean
values of the phase discriminant. An interesting alternative considered for step two, is to
derive the 1-sigma jitter from the C/No and measurements of the 1-sigma frequency jitter
into the NCO.
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FIGURE 1. SOFTWARE OPERATIONAL SEQUENCE



FIGURE 2. REPRESENTATIVE ACQUISITION TIMELINE



FIGURE 3. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM



FIGURE 4. TRACKING FILTERS C2 AND C4

FIGURE 5. FLL, SLL, AND PLL LOOP PARAMETERS



FIGURE 6. PLL BANDWIDTH AND DAMPING OPTIMIZATION

FIGURE 7. PLL PHASE DISCRIMINANT



FIGURE 8. PLL 1-SIGMA JITTER


